
AGV speaks to your bottom line – flexible, forward-thinking, 
built around your needs and designed to match or exceed your 
precise specifications and fully integrated into your operations. 
Motrec Automated Guided Vehicle System Solutions add up to 
more than a product. It’s a way of thinking that may change yours.
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We excel at designing and manufacturing the highest quality electric 
industrial vehicles. Ours are renowned for their innovative designs, 
ruggedness, safety, reliability and ability to be customized or 
custom-built to your exact specifications. Automation is yet another 
innovation we’re proud to offer. Motrec’s Automated Guided Vehicle 
(AGV) System Solutions take intelligent engineering and apply it 
rigorously to your dynamic logistic operations. It’s all about reducing 
costs and increasing productivity. 

The NDC solution provides the backbone of Motrec AGVs for 
a completely scalable system. Backed by over half a century of 
expertise and more than 30,000 vehicle automations, Kollmorgen 

INDUSTRY IN MOTION: WE BELIEVE 
IT’S MORE THAN A MISSION. 
It’s who we are. And making things easier, more cost effective, safer, and more efficient is how we drive 
productivity. Yours, and ours. Whatever you do, we can help streamline it. Ask us how, why, and when 
Motrec can change your business landscape. We have the answer.

has created the perfect system where vehicle navigation, 
hardware and software work together seamlessly. Its application 
to Motrec vehicles represents the fusion of automated versatility 
and exceptional quality. 

AN EYE FOR AUTOMATION
M OT R E C  AU TO M AT E D  G U I D E D  V E H I C L E  ( AG V ) 
S Y S T E M  S O LU T I O N S

MOTREC UNIT LOAD AND 
TUGGING MODELS ARE AVAILABLE 
IN DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS!

NDC: 
ONE SYSTEM 

FOR YOUR FLEET 
OF AGVS

NDC AGV SOLUTIONS
 MULTIPLE NAVIGATION TYPES 
 MULTIPLE WHEEL CONFIGURATION
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A CUSTOMIZED 
AUTOMATION SOLUTION
Motrec builds an impressive variety of electric industrial 
vehicles and the reason is simple: there are an infinite number 
of end-uses where they’re essential as operational lynchpins. 
We’re quick to recognize that each automation environment 
is unique, so there’s no one-size-fits-all solution.

Nobody understands your business, or its challenges better 
than you. You live them daily. So, no one is better placed to 
walk us through your needs and ultimate objectives. Motrec 
offers unparalleled expertise for the planning, design, and 
implementation of automated guided vehicle systems. Together 
we’ll drill deep into the structure, processes and applications that 
your operations rely upon for success, and from that will emerge 
a solution that is custom-made yet remains entirely flexible 
and supported.

QUICK ROI FOR LONG 
LASTING SOLUTIONS
AGVs are an excellent way to quickly improve your 
manufacturing and warehouse efficiency without heavy 
investments. The payback period for vehicle automation 
is quick while lasting more than 10 years.

Driverless, they take the guesswork out of everyday redundant 
tasks and allow you to reallocate precious manpower resources. 
They also reduce maintenance costs, damage to products, buildings 
and machinery while increasing vehicle lifecycle.

CUSTOMER-DRIVEN
End-users require high uptime, efficient daily operations 
and applications that are easy to change.

Motrec helps you meet these demands by offering exceptional 
customer service, from custom engineering design solutions to 
after-sales service. To facilitate the implementation of automation 
solutions, Motrec offers training, support and consulting services.

STAY SAFE
Safety is essential.

Every Motrec AGV we build strictly adheres or surpasses the 
American National Safety Standards for guided industrial vehicles 
(ANSI B56.5). Just as your operation is unique, so are your safety 
requirements. We’ll see to it.

OPERATE EASILY 
AND EFFICIENTLY
With simplicity and flexibility in mind, Motrec AGVs are 
designed to help our clients reduce the costs and risks 
associated with redundant tasks. 

24/7/365 predictable and reliable operation results increase 
productivity and efficiency. Cutting-edge technology ensures 
flawless navigation along precisely programmed routes. 
Whether your procedures enjoy long-term stability or are 
constantly evolving, our highly adaptable AGV systems 
evolve alongside you.

WORK WITH A RELIABLE PARTNER 
Motrec has been designing and manufacturing high-end electrical industrial vehicles for over 30 years. 
Our electric vehicles are renowned for their ruggedness, safety, reliability and ability to be customized 
or custom-built to your exact specifications. We are globally recognized for our commitment to superior 
craftsmanship, exceptional customer-driven service, innovative designs and custom-centric engineering. 
We know what we’re doing. But ultimately, it’s about you. Your needs. Your bottom line. Your operation will 
always face challenges, but with Motrec as a partner, there will always be a way to overcome them through 
the improvement of productivity, safety, and profit. Motrec offers unparalleled expertise for the planning, 
design and implementation of complete logistic solutions.

Call us at 1-866-846-3558 and see how we can get things moving for you.


